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We recently received the following testimonial from a satisfied customer:

“

I bought my first Thermatex saddle pad from your store, Horse Country, about five years ago. It was a black

shaped pad (a little odd in shape, but that was not a stopper), and a little expensive for an everyday pad, but I
decided it would be worth trying since I had heard so many good things about the Thermatex dress sheets. I liked
the pad because it wasn’t bulky, and it would wick the sweat away from the horse rather than allow it to build up. I
would hang it up to dry out after use, and toss it in the cold wash once every two weeks or so. That pad is now in its
6th year of use! My exercise riders decided they liked it so much, I bought two new square Thermatex pads. These
are very under-rated. Mine are dark colors and clean up well in the wash...no residual soil staining. I found that the

”

pad also works well in combination with the Mattes wool pad that I use with my hunt saddle.

									Michele Novack

									Mitchellville Maryland

									(near Marlborough Hunt territory)

Thanks, Michele. We’re thrilled you’re so happy with our Thermatex saddle pads.
What more could we possibly say? Well, a few things actually.

1

Thermatex blankets are each hand cut
for a perfect fit. They’re made of a micro
quilt wicking fabric in a unique wool
and acrylic blend with a polypropylene
insulating layer. Features include double
binding and a matching filet string,
wither pad, with a double front closure
and Roko fittings. It’s lightweight, easy to
fit, and machine washable.
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Thermatex saddle
pads are available
in contoured and
square shapes, in
your choice of white,
navy, hunter green,
or black.

4

Exercise and
Nordic rugs
(quarter sheets),
for your horses, in a
range of sizes and
a variety of colors.

How about a Thermatex coat for your dog?
From XXXS for a Yorkie to XXL to keep your
Great Dane cozy. Three color combinations
and lots of sizes to select from:
Navy/Gray trim, Red/Green trim, and Cerise/
Purple trim. You’ll love the matching crate
blankets.
We also have Dog Bags for the bird dogs.

5

We haven’t forgotten you twolegged creatures. You’ll love our
Thermatex vest in a host of colors
including Navy, Yellow, Purple, Pink,
Green, Olive and Medium Blue. Wear
the Yellow vest under your hunt
coat this winter. In UK sizes 6 to 16,
machine washable, the ultimate in
practicality and stylish good looks.

As Michele found out, the Thermatex material is known for
its incredible wicking ability, durability, ease of care, and
functional performance. Treat your horse, your dog, and
yourself to the best…Thermatex!
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